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Why Corporate Social Responsibility will emerge as a driver of effective and 
compelling differentiation for Chinese brands 
 
"We have always known that heedless self-interest was bad morals; we now know that it is bad economics." 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 
 
Although the responsibility and role of business within society have evolved over the past 
two decades, they remain issues that retain conceptual dimensions. This means that instead 
of consensus over form and function, both are surrounded by a persistent cloud of 
disagreement and confusion. Too many people remain unsure about what they represent, 
the importance they play and the impact they have (or should have) on business as well as 
society. For one thing, different interpretations of what defines business responsibility to 
society exist. These range from concern over business’ environmental impact and 
contribution to climate change, to sustainability practices, to labour practices, to fair trade. All 
fall under the catch-all Corporate Social Responsibility umbrella. Not surprisingly, the term or 
more accurately its acronym—CSR—has become a lightning rod for a range of emotional 
and factious debates that cross different communities around the world. Nevertheless, an 
overwhelming net consensus is emerging: the agreement that business does need to play a 
prominent role in improving society. Business decision makers who fail to keep up with 
developments or misinterpret directional trends run the risk of either alienating their evolving 
customer franchises or marginalizing their companies in an equally evolving market place. 
 
 
In Asia, the issues are more contentious and the stakes are arguably even higher. 
On the one hand, there is increasing Western criticism that Asia’s ascent is taking place in 
the absence of responsible management practices. Predictably, apart from indignation, the 
official reaction from countries like India and China is that this sort of accusation is both 
arrogant and self-serving. For much of the past century, they argue, both Europe and 
America enjoyed the fruits of industrialization (creating, in the process, much of the present 
environmental damage). To these individuals, criticism of Asian business practices during its 
“turn” for growth and development smacks of hypocrisy and double standards. On the other 
hand, there exists nonetheless a general realization that no amount of rationalization or 
circumstantial justification mitigates the reality that environmental degradation and non-
sustainable policies are, ultimately, going to harm Asian countries and Asian businesses as 
much as those in the West. 
 
In this paper, my goal will be to explain two separate but very connected phenomena: (a) an 
emerging reality: the responsibility and role of business within society, and (b) a hypothetical 
opportunity: how Chinese companies will disproportionately benefit from the implementation 
of genuine CSR driven enlightened policies. I plan to argue how both will combine to 
transform what is arguably one of China’s most pressing liabilities: negative Made in China 
brand associations. 
 
THE EMERGING REALITY: THE RESPONSIBILITY AND ROLE OF BUSINESS 
WITHIN SOCIETY 
If ever there was a phenomenon that threatened to disrupt the current paradigm of global 
business in the new century, it is the concept of corporate social responsibility. 
CSR is an area replete with complex arguments that cloud the definition—or expressed 
differently—the role the concept should play in society. 
 
Historically, and as late as 2005, the popular perception of CSR continued to revolve around 
the “good” a company could contribute to society. In some quarters, this still means treating 
one’s own employees well, at one end of the spectrum, and donating time, effort, and money 
to charities, at the other end. Whilst these remain important, this narrow interpretation is fast 
becoming obsolete. The two most high-profile issues that are today more closely framing 
CSR are the environment and sustainability, and how business impacts both. 
 
The increasingly incontrovertible scientific evidence suggests that as a result of commercial 
and industrial activity, the planet is warming and that, as a result, we can expect a multitude 
of consequences ranging from climate change to elevated sea levels, along with all the 
implications associated with these changes. The problems will only continue to get worse 
unless action is taken to arrest and reverse the causes of global warming. Similarly, 
irresponsible practices by companies have also been blamed for inefficiencies that impact 
sustainability across a multitude of areas. But, who is responsible for fixing the world, and 
what does this have to do with business? 
 
In 1970 the economist Milton Friedman wrote an acclaimed article for The New 
York Times Magazine entitled, ''The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase its 
Profits.”1 Addressing students at Yale University, 22 years later, Coca-Cola’s CEO 
Roberto Goizueta presented the opposite viewpoint: “While we were once perceived as 
simply providing services, selling products, and employing people, business now shares in 
much of the responsibility for our global quality of life.”2 
 
Today, it is Goizueta’s viewpoint that is attracting overwhelming favor. Global change has a 
created a new reality: the convergence of the business and social environments. No longer 
are the two separate if they ever were. What takes place in one impacts the other and vice 
versa. At the center of this new thinking is the realization and acceptance by companies that 
their activities create a carbon footprint. In other words, many companies are recognizing 
that they are (at least in part) responsible. And consumers not only agree, they are 
constantly reminding them of this. This new reality is galvanizing people—who are also 
consumers—to demand more from governments, and even more from business. As a result, 
companies around the world are fundamentally reassessing their roles in society and, by 
extension, are reviewing how they do business. 
 
Findings from a 2007 McKinsey global survey, “Assessing the Impact of Societal 
Issues,” identified major—and, in some cases, overwhelming—shifts of opinion across 
several key CSR metrics among company executives when compared to 2005 numbers. 
Top of mind for most respondents, and scoring the highest percentages over other stated 
concerns, were environmental issues, including climate change. This was particularly 
pronounced in Europe, China and India. Summing up, the survey declared: 
“Executives seem well aware that action on the environment will be important for many 
companies if they are to earn the public’s trust.”3 
 
Attitudes are similar among consumers. Findings from the Synovate/BBC global study on 
climate change concluded that “concern for the environment has gone mainstream.” The 
study found that “more than two-thirds of respondents said they were very or somewhat 
concerned” and would not “purchase products that have been made through a process that 
has increased poverty, harmed [the] environment or destroyed wildlife.”4 
 
The picture is very similar regarding attitudes to another equally important CSR metric: 
sustainability. According to Edelman’s 2009 “goodpurpose” study, which polled 6,000 people 
aged 18–64 across 10 countries (including emerging and developing countries such as 
Brazil, India, and China): “61% … purchased a brand that support(ed) a good cause even if 
it wasn’t the cheapest brand…” and a staggering “83% [were] willing to change consumption 
habits if it [would] help make the world a better place to live.”5 An MIT Sloan Management 
Review study, also conducted in 2009, revealed almost identical findings: “People were 
willing to pay a premium for products perceived to be ethically produced.… The bottom line 
of the survey was that it pays to be good and that consumers increasingly want to support 
companies which are socially responsible and products which were not made by exploiting 
nature or people.”6 
 
The writing is on the wall: Consumers want to make the world a better place and will 
absolutely support companies they believe are sincere about helping that happen. 
And companies are beginning to respond—and not merely because doing good is equivalent 
to doing the right thing. Developments are fast demonstrating—particularly in markets like 
China—a more rational approach based on pragmatism: the belief that doing good makes 
business sense. As Time’s Richard Stengel puts it: “The most progressive [ones] are talking 
about a triple bottom line—profit, planet and people.”7 
 
The opportunity 
Companies that still think of CSR as philanthropy and good management are in serious 
denial. They neither understand the dynamics (and potential consequences) of evolving 
circumstances nor, more pointedly, recognize the emergence of an important opportunity. 
Corporate social responsibility—the act of responding responsibly in terms of the impact a 
company has on the planet—is emerging as the most significant vehicle for brand 
differentiation and customer loyalty since the invention of the USP (unique selling point). It 
not only taps into a swelling global concern, but does so via a brand’s most powerful 
dynamic: the emotional dimension. Increasingly, people in their hundreds of thousands, and 
soon millions (witness the increasing numbers of demonstrations and protests on global 
warming around the world each year), are adding environmental responsibility as a 
characteristic that helps them define themselves: “I care, therefore I am.” This attitude 
directly influences personal brand choice: Responsible brands that prove themselves to be 
part of the solution and not the problem, will be the first these consumers will adopt as part 
of their effort to feel good about what they themselves are doing to help solve the world’s 
problems. 
 
While this opportunity is significant and presently still relatively untapped, its exploitation will 
not be tolerated. Greenwashing, a new term that has entered the social and business 
lexicon, refers to cynical efforts by companies with no real conviction or genuine concern to 
jump on and benefit from the CSR bandwagon. Although NGO groups are ever vigilant and 
ready to pounce on and denounce such companies, it is the risk of generating contempt 
among consumers that will ultimately bring them down. 
 
Moving forward, CSR will be about companies acting with governments, and sometimes 
unilaterally, to do good in a way that is consistent with the business they are in. Relevance of 
action (policies consistent with the business companies are in) will increasingly overshadow 
random acts of philanthropy for two key reasons: (1) customers expect it, and (2) doing good 
will increasingly translate into stronger bottom lines. 
 
THE HYPOTHETICAL OPPORTUNITY: HOW CSR CAN EMERGE AS THE SILVER 
BULLET CAPABLE OF REVERSING PRESENT NEGATIVE MADE IN CHINA BRAND 
 
ASSOCIATIONS 
In the meantime, something momentous is happening in parallel on one side of the planet. 
While the development and growth of much of Asia over the past two decades has been 
nothing short of spectacular, much of this has come not from the emergence and 
contribution of great Asian consumer brands*, but in spite of their absence. In fact, with the 
notable exception of one or two brands (SIA and Samsung), Asian consumer surveys 
persistently indicate that, no great Asian brands exist. Great brands are defined as those 
that consumers lust over. They exist in all categories from packaged goods to luxury 
products and services. According to these surveys, Asian consumers continue to prefer 
buying Western brands. 
 
Asian brands continue to languish as a result of lack of differentiation, innovation, and 
consistency. This translates into little to no emotional consumer engagement. This is 
particularly true of Chinese brands. A 2009 Newsweek cover story underscored this very 
point with its provocative headline: “Name a Global Brand that is Chinese. Can’t Do It? 
Here’s Why”.8 
 
Why are great Chinese brands important? Because brands are important. *Excluding Japanese 
brands 
 
The so-called American Century imprinted itself into the fabric of people’s lives in virtually 
every country on the planet because American business uncovered early on one 
fundamental but titanic insight: that brands define people. The genius lay in the strategy—
disseminating American culture and values through American brands. In the living rooms of 
Paris, the slums of Bombay, and the souks of Lebanon, people watched I Love Lucy, drank 
Coke, and wore Levi’s. These brands represented, and at the same time reflected, the 
liberating values of America: the opportunity to work and succeed, and to enjoy life in a 
manner that was somewhat heroic. Out of this emerged the American Dream. Though 
created and exported by Americans, what made this dream successful was its universal 
appeal. For much of the 20th century, American “brands” — from products and services 
such as Colgate and Hertz, to iconic figures such as Elvis Presley, Martin Luther King, and 
JFK, to ideological ideas such as democracy and capitalism—came to define the lives of 
millions of people around the world, and in the process, defined the world itself. Noted 
French foreign minister Hubert Vedrine in astonishment: “The United States of America 
dominates in all arenas: the economic, technological, military, monetary, linguistic (and) 
cultural one. There has never been anything like it.”9 What came into being in the second 
half of the last century was a paradigm of life created in the image of America. 
 
The re-emergence of China as a new center of influence and economic power has given 
legitimacy and currency to the increasingly used “Chinese Century” appellation along with an 
expectation that major paradigm shifts in a multitude of areas will likely occur. Whilst the 
transfer of seemingly endless FDIs continue to flood the country powering its export-driven 
industries, the reality presents an interesting paradox: At the centre of any economic 
transformation are goods and services that consumers buy. The lion’s share of these in 
terms of value is by far taken up by popular—great— consumer brands. The persistent 
aberration in the Chinese transformation—some contend—is the chronic absence of strong, 
compelling Chinese global consumer brands. How then, can an emerging economic 
powerhouse bereft of powerful consumer brands actually realize the paradigm shift that is 
implicit with achieving the Chinese Century? Indeed, the most visible manifestation of this 
reality is to be found at the other end of the spectrum in the very entrenched negative 
connotations that are presently associated with most Made in China brands. Right now 
Made in China brands face four major hurdles in and outside of China: 
1. Poor reputation for product quality. 
2. Poor reputation for product safety. 
3. Perception that companies and owners are singularly motivated by money and profits 
4. Ill-defined malaise and anxiety with the country’s non-democratic political system 
(given that China is increasing its global economic power and political influence). 
 
Yet, it is within this environment that CSR emerges as a veritable silver bullet capable of 
transforming the Chinese business landscape and capturing the imagination of global 
consumers. 
 
Dramatic change in the global landscape creates a perfect storm 
Ray Kurzweil, a well-known futurist, predicts that there will be one thousand times more 
technological change in the 21st Century than there was in the 20th Century.10 This will be 
accompanied by large measures of social, economic and political change as well. 
 
In the business sector, technology has facilitated a revolution that has effectively transitioned 
power away from companies to consumers. With more information and easy access to 
global markets, consumers have become increasingly savvier, more sophisticated and more 
demanding. Of brands, their expectations have shifted from functional benefits (where these 
have been rendered to “hygiene factors” —simply expected) to emotional satisfaction. 
Brands that succeed in doing this are being rewarded with solid customer relationships that 
are far more enduring than brand loyalty. 
 
Economically and politically, the most visible manifestation of great change in our times has 
been the spectacular ascent of Asia, and particularly China over the past two decades—
what Kishore Mahbubani describes as “the irresistible shift of global power to the East”.11 As 
a result of this shift , a new world order may very well emerge. Enter the “Chinese Century”. 
So massive in fact are the implications that they—along with potential opportunities—remain 
virtually invisible to many. One of these lies embedded in the kind of cultural impact Chinese 
brands could eventually have on the global landscape—not dissimilar to the impact 
American brands have had over the past seventy years since the end of the Second World 
War. 
 
The world is changing and China is ascending to a height that some believe will, in time, 
replace the United States in terms of political influence and economic growth threatening to 
bring down the curtain on the American Century. Yet the paradox of this happening in the 
absence of great Chinese consumer brands will continue to arrest the progress of that 
ascent. 
 
Overcoming Made in China brand associations will not be easy if efforts are incremental or 
adopt a linear path. They will, in all certainty, require disruptive thinking and unconventional 
management practices on the part of Chinese brand owners. Present global economic and 
political circumstances provide an almost perfect storm type opportunity for this. 
 
Anxious consumers will relate to corporate purpose 
Technology and globalization has reduced the world to a global village. Connectivity delivers 
instant communications between individuals as well 24-hour news and information. As a 
result, more people around the world are more aware of global issues and events than ever 
before. Given the unprecedented challenges facing humanity these days, one of the less 
desirable manifestations of this is heightened anxiety and uncertainty. 
 
The top challenges: 
1. Global economic volatility coupled to US and Euro recessions. 
2. Epidemic spread and increase of global terrorism. 
3. Political confrontations: 
_ Middle East 
_ Iran against the world 
_ North Korea vs. the world 
_ North vs. South Korea 
4. Global warming, environmental degradation and sustainability. 
5. In China: Financial security and closing the gap between the haves and have not’s. 
6. In the West: The ascent of China (to Western populations): 
 Absence of liberal democracy 
 Uncertainty about its leaders' true intentions/goals. 
 
Traditional sources of reassurance to westerners have historically resided in government. In 
recent years confidence as well as trust in this sector has suffered greatly. Belief that their 
governments can address and solve some of the world’s most pressing problems has 
significantly ebbed away forcing people to look in completely new directions for assistance 
and relief. Increasingly, business is filling that gap. 
 
The confluence of global challenges coupled to enhanced consumer expectations of brands 
mentioned in the first section of this paper, is resulting in a great deal of attention being 
refocused by people on corporate core values which anchor the purpose or mission 
companies commit themselves to. Consumers are increasingly aligning their own personal 
values with those of the brands they buy (or the values of the companies the brands come 
from). 
 
In the West, a number of companies are experimenting with expressions of CSR. The larger, 
more established companies marketing global brands have made significant inroads in 
developing governance policies that tackle operational areas that contribute to 
environmental damage or degrade sustainability. Leaders in this field are companies like 
Wal-Mart, P&G and Coca-Cola. In most cases, these initiatives have been implemented 
alongside existing positionings and brand strategies. The idea being to enhance the 
credibility of already well-defined brands. A handful of other companies, on the other hand, 
have explored, with varying degrees of success, more ambitious transformations by wholly 
repositioning their companies (and by extension, their brands) to entirely reflect CSR related 
platforms. Examples range from the values-driven Body Shop to the somewhat ill-fated BP 
“beyond petroleum” sustainability effort, to the present purposedriven global roll-out of 
Standard Chartered Bank’s “Here For Good”. 
 
Although challenging and fraught with risk, CSR related positonings nevertheless emerge as 
potent drivers for consumer brand differentiation - especially for Chinese brands. 
 
On the surface, adopting expressions of CSR as leading edge strategic platforms to 
transform Chinese brands may seem unlikely and unwise given the present negative 
association so many have. But a combination of facts coupled to the present dangerous and 
volatile global circumstances provide a perfect storm that surprisingly suggests otherwise 
and even reveals an element of competitive advantage over western companies. 
 
Chinese companies are in the same position as western companies to recognize the positive 
role they can play in delivering measures of reassurance to global populations. The present 
hesitancy of western companies to adopt CSR related platforms as leading edge positonings 
provide certain Chinese companies with the opportunity to do so. Not all Chinese companies 
will be qualified to make the attempt. 
Only those companies that are already demonstrating operational excellence delivering 
consistent quality products and services will be initially eligible. Beyond this basic 
requirement, the first wave of catalyst Chinese companies will be conspicuous for another 
important reason: they will be led by exceptionally forward thinking, visionary leaders with 
the will to execute. 
 
Only this select group of individuals will understand the opportunity for what it is. 
 
What these leaders are likely to recognize is the value of purpose as a positioning 
strategy. Purpose or the “mission” their companies dedicate themselves to, will provide a 
reason for global consumers to engage. Needless to say, the effort will be laden with 
difficulty even for a select elite team of visionary mavericks. Beyond complete and utmost 
sincerity, these business leaders will need to switch to management styles and adopt 
practices that encourage collective engagement by all employees to deliver such a mission. 
Many of them will be relatively alien requiring a combination of will and courage. 
 
But the positive side of the ledger provides welcomed encouragement. Three existing factors 
suggest much to be optimistic about: 
 
(1) The environment is very important to the Chinese.  
Ordinary Chinese citizens are increasingly demonstrating concern over environmental issues 
and a willingness to sacrifice personal gain if it leads to a reduction of environmental 
damage. According to the second annual Brand Futures report: “Environmental pollution is 
the key issue of concern for Chinese consumers, with almost half (49%) saying that they are 
very concerned”.12 In a separate study conducted by Landor, 31% of Chinese rate the 
environment above the economy - a percentage that is significantly greater than the US and 
slightly higher that the UK.13 
 
(2) Cultural relevance and Chinese values. 
Cultural relevance based on existing Chinese values will also provide natural resonance. 
Singapore’s Lee Kuan Yew provides a revelatory insight into why Chinese companies will 
likely embrace corporate governance that is purposeful: “(Lee) is the chief proponent of the 
contentious argument that culture and economic success are linked. Lee believes that (the 
Asian) Miracle was an Asian phenomenon based on certain aspects of Asian and specifically 
Confucian culture, which cannot be easily transplanted around the globe…Confucian and 
Confucian-influenced societies (like China) possess a devotion to education and savings, a 
spirit of self-sacrifice, and a societal cohesion based on common social norms…”.14 Self-
sacrifice, societal cohesion and what he goes on to describe as the “deferment of present 
enjoyment” which are the hallmarks of collective responsibility (as opposed to the Western 
preference to individual primacy), support the(surprising to some) recent China consumer 
survey findings, that the environment is important enough to influence their buying decisions. 
 
(3) The visionary catalysts are already emerging. 
Many Asian companies and private individuals are already demonstrating a keen 
understanding of the near and long term future possibilities and opportunities and are 
leading the way for others to follow. Companies like India’s Suzlon’s entire reason for being 
rests on “Social, Economic and Environmental Sustainability”.15 In China, millionaires like Mr. 
Chen Guang-biao are giving back to society. After giving away more than $200 million, he 
has pledged to give his fortune away to charity (estimated at more than US$700 million) after 
he dies. Concern for the collective is his purpose in life. He has also demonstrated a unique, 
if quirky, concern for the environment. In 2008, he changed the names his two young boys to 
“Huanjing” (environment) and “Huabao” (protect the environment).16 
 
Conclusion: Are the Chinese up to the task? 
The thesis of Chinese companies emerging as leaders of corporate responsibility (and, in 
the process, successfully reversing present Made in China consumer brand associations) is 
a sound one because all the fundamental elements (from unprecedented global change to 
new consumer expectations to underlying Chinese values are in place and simply need to be 
activated and connected by maverick business leaders. 
 
CSR is not limited to environmental and sustainability issues. “Purpose” provides a wider, 
more broader space for Chinese companies to explore. Societal challenges that include the 
plight of children, or global poverty, or treatment of minorities or any one of hundreds and 
thousands of other causes provide substance to the pursuit of “purpose”. 
And the reason why this particular roadmap is likely to succeed does not lie in the warm and 
fuzzy realms of altruism or idealism. To the pragmatic Chinese this will be the right thing to 
do mostly because it will be the thing that provides the best return. Commented 
Thomas Friedman: “While American Republicans were turning climate change into a wedge 
issue, the Chinese communists were turning it into a work issue… because pollution in 
China means wasted lives, air, water, ecosystems and money – and wasted money means 
fewer jobs and more political instability – China’s leaders would never go a year (like we will) 
without energy legislation…by becoming more energy efficient per unit of GDP, China saves 
money, takes the lead in the next global industry and earns credit with the world for 
mitigating climate change…while America’s Republicans turned “climate change” into a four-
letter word – J-O-K-E- China’s Communists also turned it into J-O-B-S.”17 
 
Instead of responding to supplicant pleas, it is a pragmatic attitude that will more 
likely result in this once in a century opportunity being grasped by a nation of business 
leaders intent on leapfrogging conventional routes. Purpose driven CSR policies by 
Chinese companies will touch people’s lives in emotional and reassuring ways. In the 
process, these companies will find the means to elevate their brands into the hearts and 
minds of Chinese and global consumers - and prosper as well. 
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